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So much is at stake in writing a conclusion. Conclude by linking the last paragraph to the first, perhaps by reiterating a
word or phrase you used at the beginning. Conclude with a sentence composed mainly of one-syllable words.

The St. For example, an essay on Marx's treatment of the conflict between wage labor and capital might begin
with Marx's claim that the "capitalist economy is. Keep on reading to master this craft once and for all. As I
entered the gate, Main Street stretched before me with its quaint shops evoking an old-fashioned small town so
charming it could never have existed. Axelrod, Rise B. Finally, some advice on how not to end an essay: Don't
simply summarize your essay. If for some reason you get yourself into this situation, take a minute every once
in a while during the test to breathe deeply, stretch, and clear your brain. That would help readers gain a new
vision on the topic and bring ideas altogether to create a new but related meaning. Small Group Workshops
will be focused on how literary devices work in texts. The end of an essay should therefore convey a sense of
completeness and closure as well as a sense of the lingering possibilities of the topic, its larger meaning, its
implications: the final paragraph should close the discussion without closing it off. And the impression you
create in your conclusion will shape the impression that stays with your readers after they've finished the
essay. Introduce your main idea, have several paragraphs of supportâ€”each with a single point defended by
specific examples, and conclude with a restatement of your main point and its significance. If this is not your
strong suit or the conventions for a particular discipline are different from what you are used to, ask your TA
or the Learning Center for advice. Plan your answers Think about your time again. Stop briefly to make a note
of these on your original outline. You must be realistic about the time constraints of an essay exam. If you run
out of time when you are writing an answer, jot down the remaining main ideas from your outline, just to
show that you know the material and with more time could have continued your exposition. Or you might end
with a biographer's statement about Joyce's attitude toward Dublin, which could illuminate his characters'
responses to the city. But shorter essays tend not to require a restatement of your main ideas. Some name the
process of thesis clarification, others mention essay hooks and writing an outline, but our reader Emily has
knocked spots off them all when asked to share tips on writing essay conclusions! But first a warning: When
writing a strong essay conclusion, be sure to avoid these teeny-tiny pitfalls able to sink your paper despite it
was legenâ€¦ wait for itâ€¦dary! Conclude by setting your discussion into a different, perhaps larger, context.
For answers that require a paragraph or two, jot down several important ideas or specific examples that help to
focus your thoughts. Review your supporting ideas. If you are rested, breathing normally, and have brought
along some healthy, energy-boosting snacks that you can eat or drink quietly, you are in a much better position
to do a good job on the test. Conclude by redefining one of the key terms of your argument.


